1. **Hendrickson Bog Meadow Trail** (White Blazes). 1.6 mile loop through woods and pond edge. Boardwalk overlooks of pond. One section of loop at pond is wet, rocky, narrow.

2. **Oak Trail** (Blue Blazes). Hike along an old overgrown pasture surrounded by rock walls.

3. **Fern Trail** (Orange Blazes) About 1 mile along rocky pond edge. Trail sometimes wet and muddy! Leads to viewing blind overlooking pond.

4. **Ford-Borland Trail** (Yellow Blazes). About 2.5 miles, starting in a scenic hemlock gorge with three bridge crossings, then climbing steeply through woods before descending to intersect Bog Meadow Road and Trail.

★ = trail kiosk

**Nature Trails** are open dawn to dusk every day. There is no fee but donations are much appreciated!

Trails may be used for hiking, cross-country skiing and snowshoeing. Hunting, fishing, collecting of any kind and disturbing plants or animals are prohibited.

**Dog Policy:** This is a wildlife sanctuary. Birds and wildlife react to avoid even small well-behaved dogs. Dogs are allowed only on Bog Meadow Road and the Ford-Borland Trail and MUST BE LEASHED AT ALL TIMES. Please clean up after your pet. Thank you!
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ALL HIKING TRAILS BEGIN AT TRAILHEAD
ENJOY YOUR VISIT... PLEASE COME AGAIN!